In this paper, we introduce two novel acquisition schemes for multispectral compressive imaging. Unlike most existing methods, the proposed computational imaging techniques do not include any dispersive element, as they use a dedicated sensor that integrates narrowband Fabry-Pérot spectral filters at the pixel level. The first scheme leverages joint inpainting and superresolution to fill in those voxels that are missing due to the device's limited pixel count. The second scheme introduces spatial random convolutions in link with the framework of compressive sensing, but is more complex and may be limited by diffraction. In both cases, we solve the associated inverse problems by using the same signal prior and recovery algorithm. Specifically, we propose a redundant, analysis-sparse signal prior in a convex formulation. We validate our schemes through numerical simulation in different realistic setups. Moreover, we highlight some practical guidelines and discuss complexity tradeoffs to integrate these schemes into actual computational imaging systems. Our conclusion is that the second technique performs best when targeting high compression levels if embodied in a properly designed and calibrated setup. Otherwise the first, simpler technique should be favored.
data volume, which allows for accurate classification or segmentation of constituents in an object or scene from their spectral profile. Hence, multispectral (MS) imaging finds diverse applications in remote sensing [1] , optical sorting [2] , astronomy [3] , food science [4] , medical imaging [5] and precision agriculture [6] .
A classic approach is to spatially or spectrally multiplex the MS cube over a 2-D Focal Plane Array (FPA). This is done by scanning the cube so that specific slices are sequentially acquired by the sensor in several snapshots (for a review see, e.g., [7] ). Such systems require either tunable spectral filters or dispersive elements with mechanical parts to scan the object or scene. These approaches entail trade-offs between complexity and cost, spectral and spatial resolution, and acquisition time.
Recently, single-snapshot MS imagers were developed to rapidly acquire a MS cube, thus avoiding motion artifacts and enabling video-rate acquisition [8] . Among such imagers, we focus on those using Fabry-Pérot (FP)-filtered sensors [9] , [10] , i.e., standard CMOS imaging sensors on top of which an array of spectral filters is deposited. This technique generalizes RGB filter arrays [11] to filter banks using an arbitrary number of narrowband profiles [9] , typically limited to a few tens. Thus the array imposes a reduction in spatial resolution as the sensor's pixels are partitioned between bands. This paper investigates MS imaging strategies based on Compressed Sensing (CS) (see, e.g., [12] , [13] ), an established signal processing paradigm that has inspired several computational imaging frameworks [14] [15] [16] [17] . After acquisition by a compressive device, the measurements are fed into a recovery algorithm along with the sensing operator and signal prior. Under broad theoretical conditions [18] , [19] , this method recovers a highresolution approximation of the target scene, even if the sensing was performed below the scene's Nyquist rate. The complexity of the sensing operation (e.g., resolution, time) is therefore balanced to the complexity of the signal with respect to a given prior.
A. Main Contributions
Our work contributes to advancing the field of MS compressive imaging in the following senses: i) We propose two MS snapshot imaging strategies: Multispectral Volume Inpainting (MSVI) and Multispectral Random Convolution (MSRC) . Both maintain a relatively low system-level complexity without any dispersive element. Using CS principles, they are designed with a low pixel count FP sensor. ii) MSVI leverages a generalized inpainting procedure, as discussed in [20] , to provide a simple integration of the FP sensor in a computational imaging scheme. This architecture performs a spatio-spectral subsampling of the MS cube and relies on its redundancy to obtain a highresolution recovery. It is fairly simple and works best at lower compression levels. iii) MSRC leverages random convolution, as discussed in [21] , to provide spatial-domain CS by means of an out-of-focus random Coded Aperture (CA), i.e., an array of square apertures randomly placed on an opaque screen. It preserves the spectral resolution, fixed by the number of narrowband FP filters (e.g., 16 ) on the FPA. In an ideally sized, low-noise setup, this more complex architecture clearly improves the recovered quality, especially at higher compression levels. However, it entails some optical design challenges, as explained in Section IV-B. iv) Our analysis is paired with a discussion on the analysissparse signal prior, the associated convex optimization formulation, and a fine-tuned ADMM algorithm [22] , [23] for the large-scale recovery of MS cubes. v) Both architectures are numerically compared in terms of achievable recovery performances. We also discuss their complexity trade-offs and design guidelines, by identifying unavoidable adverse optical effects, to integrate these schemes into realistic imaging systems. Our findings and numerical results validate how a conspicuous reduction in the number of measurements w.r.t. the Nyquistrate representation of X 0 (u, v, λ) is made possible by both architectures while preserving high Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). Table I summarizes some pros and cons of each strategy, which are detailed and clarified throughout the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. The rest of Section I places our contribution in perspective with respect to related work in the literature, and introduces useful notation. In Section II we present the FP filters technology, propose the MS analysis-sparsity prior, and formulate the inverse problem common to both strategies, with its associated reconstruction algorithm. Section III provides details on the MSVI strategy, i.e., its image formation model and sensing matrix. Section IV similarly provides details on the MSRC strategy and discusses some associated non-idealities and practical considerations. Section V presents numerical reconstruction results that validate the effectiveness of our architectures; we demonstrate the performances of MSVI with available experimental data, and compare MSVI and MSRC using simulated acquisition. Finally, we explore numerically the non-idealities we considered for MSRC, and draw some conclusions right after.
B. Related Work
1) Compressive Spectral Imaging: The use of CS for MS imaging schemes dates back to [16] , [24] . The most popular application of CS to spectral imaging is the Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imaging (CASSI) framework [15] , [16] , [25] [26] [27] , with its many variants summarized hereafter. Single-disperser CASSI uses a random CA to partially occlude the focused scene. A refractive prism or grating then shears the spatio-spectral information, and the processed light is recorded by a standard imaging sensor. The system introduced by [26] shows high spectral accuracy after image recovery, at the expense of lower spatial accuracy. Double-disperser CASSI [16] achieves opposite performances in terms of spatial versus spectral accuracy, but requires non-trivial calibration and geometric alignment of its optical components. A close line of work in [28] , [29] proposes a snapshot spectral imaging architecture. It is based on CASSI but features wide-band spectral filters, which provide spatio-spectral subsampling after the shearing element. Non-snapshot spectral imaging architectures based on CS were also recently proposed [24] , [30] , [31] .
CASSI and its variants target a relatively large number of bands and are intrinsically capable of achieving high spectral resolution thanks to dispersive optics. However, when the spectrum is well represented by fewer bands, spectral mixing is less effective for CS purposes than spatial mixing, especially for FP-filtered sensors with only a few tens of narrowband filters (e.g., [32] ) whose high selectivity excludes spectral super-resolution. In this work, we will focus on such FP-filtered schemes that target only a few bands without using any dispersive element, i.e., we apply CS primarily in the spatial domain while keeping the sampling of the spectral domain at the resolution set by the FP filters. As this imposes the sampling of only a few bands, mixing the spectral domain would be ineffective. This contrasts with prior literature that puts significantly more emphasis on applying CS with spectral-domain mixing, as it deals with cubes having a large number of bands.
2) Compressive Imaging by Random Convolution: Since its introduction, CS has been envisioned to provide image acquisition at reduced sensor resolution [33] or shorter acquisition times [34] (see also the tutorial in [35] and references therein). In particular, the second strategy proposed in this paper is related to CS by random convolution: The sensing operation acts as a spatialdomain convolution with a random filter as in CA imaging [36] , [37] . More recently, this subsampled random convolution operation was shown to comply with theoretical results of CS in [19] , [38] , [39] . This operation was also featured in recent imaging architectures [40] [41] [42] . Convolution-based schemes are appealing because they allow for a fast sensing operation. Indeed, the compressive measurements can be formed in one frame of a full imaging sensor, as opposed to single-pixel camera designs [24] , [33] , [43] where the compressive measurements are multiplexed in time. Moreover, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) implementations of the convolutions drastically reduce the computational cost of reconstruction compared to unstructured sensing operations. However, the snapshot capability and numerical efficiency of random convolution architectures are paid by a higher correlation between adjacent compressive measurements, because of their spatial adjacency and considering optical-level non-idealities such as the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the optical elements.
In this work we propose a MS extension of the lowcomplexity snapshot imaging architecture introduced by Björklund and Magli [42] ; the key point of this architecture is that it uses a CA placed out-of-focus to provide random convolution.
C. Notation and Conventions
Vectors are noted x ∈ R n (bold), matrices, X ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 (upper-case bold), 3-D arrays, X ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 ×n 3 (calligraphic bold), vec(X) is the vectorization of X in row-major ordering, Id is the identity matrix and Φ * is the adjoint of Φ. We
The full (2-D discrete) convolution between X and Y is X * Y and its valid part (MATLAB terminology, i.e., fully overlapping inputs without zero-padded edges) is X * Y . The indicator ι C (x) 0 if x is inside the set C and +∞ otherwise. We note diag(x), the diagonal matrix with diagonal x; bdiag(A, B, . . . ), the block-diagonal matrix with blocks A, B, . . . arranged without overlap and bdiag n (A) bdiag(A, A, . . . ), repeating n times A.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the FP-filtered sensors used in both strategies. We then propose an MS image analysis sparsity prior. This prior is used to regularize an inverse problem through a convex optimization program, again common to both strategies. This section then describes the convex formulation and the associated recovery algorithm used in Section V.
A. Fabry-Pérot Filtered Sensors
The class of imaging sensors at the core of this work is comprised of a standard CMOS sensor designed to operate in the visible light (VIS) range of wavelengths (i.e., 400-700 nm), on which a layer of Fabry-Pérot interferometers [46] is deposited. The latter, whose physics are well described in [47] , act on the spectrum of incoming light as band-pass filters whose center wavelength and width are designed to yield narrowband profiles (about 10 nm).
Once the filter profiles are designed, the FP filters can be manufactured to cover the area of a single pixel, either in a mosaic layout [10] , where a group of different filters is repeated in a 4 × 4 or 5 × 5 mosaic pattern ( Fig. 1b ), or by partitioning the sensor in a tiled layout, where the sensor is partitioned in large areas with the spectral filter for a specific wavelength deposited on top of them [48] (Fig. 1d) . While it is possible to envision architectures that use tiled layouts [10] , [21] we here focus on mosaic designs, as they will allow a reduction of the correlation between measurements taken on adjacent sensor pixels. Such a sensor was designed and prototyped at imec [10] and will be referred to as imec's sensor in the following. The use of an external spectral cutoff filter removing anything outside the VIS range allows one to obtain a filter bank such as the one depicted in Fig. 1a . These profiles were generated for illustration purposes based on calibration measurements taken at imec. The raw data was post-processed to keep only the main lobe of each filter response. In particular, smaller secondary lobes which can appear at harmonic wavelengths (see [47] and [10] for another example) were cleared from the data. In this work, we consider such secondary modes are simply filtered. Furthermore, since each filtered pixel will correspond to an attenuation coefficient, we will have to compensate for it either before, during, or after reconstruction.
Hereafter, for the sake of simplicity, we approximate the spectral responses by a Dirac delta, δ(λ − λ ), at each filter's centre wavelength λ , with equal gain. We consider a sensor featuring a 16-band filter bank with uniformly-spaced center wavelengths between 470-620 nm, either placed in a 4 × 4 mosaic pattern ( Fig. 1b ), or with a randomly-assigned arrangement or random pattern (Fig. 1c ). The latter has not been manufactured in practice but does not pose any major difficulty compared to the mosaic pattern. In our simulations (Section V-B1) the random pattern will be generated by permuting the assigned locations of the filters over the entire FPA.
B. Forward Model and Analysis Sparsity Prior
Let X 0 ∈ R n u ×n v ×n λ represent a discretized MS cube in its 2-D spatial and 1-D spectral domains, or equivalently its vectorization x 0 vec(X 0 ) ∈ R n , n = n u n v n λ . Our architectures will entail a noisy linear acquisition process, summarized by the following generic forward model,
In this model, the linear sensing operator is represented in matrix form by Φ ∈ R m ×n where m m u m v ; this yields a set of compressive measurements that are captured by the sensor array,
As any computational imaging system based on regularized inverse problems, our schemes must leverage a prior model for the signal being acquired. We here choose to use an analysis sparsity prior (see, e.g., [49] [50] [51] ). Specifically, we separately apply linear transforms to the spatial and spectral domains, denoted by A uv and A λ . This amounts to constructing a separable transform by the Kronecker product A A uv ⊗ A λ . For the spatial domain transform, A uv , we chose a 2-D Daubechies-4 Undecimated Discrete Wavelet Transform (UDWT) which forms a shift-invariant, separable, and overcomplete wavelet transform [52] , [53] . The approximation level (scaling coefficients) is inherently not sparse as it contains the low-pass approximation of the image. We found, however, that the slowly-varying spatial information therein helps in leveraging the redundancy between bands. We therefore use a 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to further sparsify this low-pass spatial information into a few coefficients, making it consistent with our sparse prior. The wavelet filters are chosen with length 8 and in 3 levels, resulting in an analysis transform A uv ∈ R 10n u n v ×n u n v (3 levels × 3 directions + 1 approximation level).
As for the spectral domain, we chose the 1-D DCT as the transform A λ ∈ R n λ ×n λ , given that we focus on MS cubes from natural scenes with smooth spectral profiles and a number of bands that is limited by the number of FP filter types available on the FPA. Indeed, low-rank priors such as source mixing models on the MS cube also exist in the literature (see, e.g., [54] ) and were applied in previous communications by the authors [21] . However, since in our case n λ = 16, in order to be effective such priors would require a very small number of spectral signatures to be present across the scene. As we considered natural MS cubes with plenty of different spectral signatures we found low-rank priors to be ineffective and settled for the 1-D DCTbased approach of this paper. Moreover, as we did not tailor our architectures to any specific MS imaging application or dataset, we only focused on very general non-data-driven signal priors rathern than adopting data-driven approaches, which may still be used afterwards to refine the recovered data.
C. Recovery Method
The recovery method consists in inverting (1) to find an estimatex of the MS cube using the analysis-sparsity prior. We use the 1 -analysis formulation from [50] with an additional range constraint R [x min , x max ] n , which readŝ
A reliable noise estimate can be used for setting the parameter τ . We solve the non-smooth convex optimization program (2) using the Alternating Directions Method of Multipliers (ADMM) introduced in [55] , [56] . Specifically, we use the version from [23, Algorithm 2] recast to solve problems of the form
where g j are convex lower-semicontinuous functions and H j are linear operators such that (H 1 * , . . . , H J * ) * has full column rank. A practical implementation requires efficient computation of the proximal operators [57] , [58] associated to the functions g j , as well as the matrix-vector products H j z and H j * w j for arbitrary z and w j . A crucial step of the algorithm is the matrix inversion ( J j =1 μ j H j * H j ) −1 z, for some μ j > 0. Any property of the matrices H j that can reduce the computational complexity of that step should be exploited. In particular, the tight frame property, i.e., H j * H j = Id; Fourier diagonalization, i.e., H j = F * ΣF, where F is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Σ is diagonal; or the sparsity and separability of H j , are used in the following. Almeida et al. [23] propose to handle boundary conditions by adding and then masking the missing rows of their block-circulant sensing operator. This stabilizes the estimation, while recovering the block-circulant structure of the convolution operator, allowing Fourier diagonalization. We build over these ideas, since for both architectures in Sections III-B and IV-C we can arbitrarily add rows and columns to Φ in order to exploit one of the properties cited above. We define an extended sensing matrixΦ ∈ Rm ×n (with m ≥ m andn ≥ n) and restriction operators R m ∈ {0, 1} m ×m and R n ∈ {0, 1} n ×n , i.e., that restrict input vectors (of length m andn) to some arbitrarily chosen index sets (of length m and n), such that
Note that the adjoint, R * n , of the restriction, R n , is the corresponding zero-padding operator. In addition to that factorization of Φ, it happens that the analysis transform A introduced above is actually a scaled tight frame, i.e., there exists a diagonal weighting matrix Ω such that A ΩÃ andÃ * Ã = Id. In order to make use of the tight frame property of A and the factorization (4) of Φ, we defineΩ bdiag(Ω, 0n −n )
is the zero matrix. The tight frame property,Ā * Ā = Id, is thus preserved. Letx R * n x, i.e., a zero-padded version of x, and letᾱ Āx andz Φx . Note that ΩĀx 1 = Ax 1 and y − R mΦx 2 = y − Φx 2 . By imposing R c nx = 0, we get the equivalent problem to (2),
Let ι y−· ≤τ , ι R and ι {0} be the indicators of the sets {z | y − z ≤ τ }, R and {0}. In order to match the required form, (3), the problem (5) is then split in J = 3 functions,
The corresponding proximal operators all admit a very simple closed form expression that can be efficiently evaluated (see, e.g., [57] , [58] and references therein). Moreover, we have
which, as we will see, is easily invertible for both architectures. For initializing the algorithm, we use a 3-D linear inter-
We then use Tikhonov regularization,
that we practically solve using the conjugate gradients algorithm, i.e., without matrix inversion.
III. MULTISPECTRAL COMPRESSIVE IMAGING BY GENERALIZED INPAINTING
The first architecture, coined Multispectral Volume Inpainting (MSVI), is presented in this section. We describe the formation and recording of measurements on the snapshot FP-filtered sensor and the corresponding sensing matrix implementation. The description below is aligned with Fig. 2 .
A. Image Formation Model
Our scheme allows us to choose as a free parameter the target spatial resolution, n u × n v , of the target MS volume, X 0 ∈ R n u ×n v ×n λ (see Fig. 2 ). We choose to target a smaller resolution than the sensor resolution m u × m v , i.e., n u ≤ m u and n v ≤ m v , even though m u m v = m ≤ n = n u n v n λ . We assume that a spatial low-pass filter at appropriate frequency has been placed before the device so that the chosen resolution, n u × n v , achieves the Nyquist rate of the resulting low-pass scene X 0 (u, v, λ) without aliasing. This practice is common for stabilizing demosaicking [59] , e.g., using birefringent filters [60] or by slightly defocusing the objective lens.
Let X up ∈ R m u ×m v ×n λ be an upscaled version of the scene X 0 , i.e., matching the FPA pixel count m u × m v . We can obtain this X up by using a smooth and separable interpolation function, e.g., Lanczos, represented here by the linear operator Up ∈ R m ×n u n v applied to each band. Since n u × n v achieves the Nyquist rate, both X up and X 0 are lossless representations of X 0 (u, v, λ). This decouples the number of FPA pixels, m u m v , from the target scene resolution, n u n v ; we may choose the subsampling rate m/n by changing one or the other. In order to model the sensing operation and its relation with the upsampling Up, we introduce the diagonal mask operator, M ∈ {0, 1} m ×m , masking all FPA pixels but the ones corresponding to the FP filters of index ∈ [n λ ]. Since every FPA pixel is sampling exactly one band, we have ∈[n λ ] M = Id and M M = 0 for = so that the concatenation,
This forward model is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Set aside the clear affiliation with the inpainting problem in computer vision [61] [62] [63] , we can make links with the random basis ensembles (see, e.g., [64, Chapter 12] and references therein) in CS. In the spectral direction, the sparsity basis is the DCT, which is maximally incoherent with the canonical basis and therefore an optimal choice. On the other hand, in the spatial dimension, loosely speaking and ignoring upsampling, the sparsity "basis" is a wavelet transform which is not maximally incoherent with the canonical basis. This intuitively justifies the study of the second method in Section IV. Rigorously extending this analogy to redundant wavelets with upsampling would require further mathematical effort outside the scope of this paper.
B. Sensing Matrix Implementation
As explained in Section II-C we can ease the computations by adding rows and columns to Φ (see (4)). One natural choice is R n = Id and R m = M , so thatΦ = bdiag n λ (Up). Therefore,Φ * Φ + μId is a separable sparse matrix which is easily pre-computed and fast to invert, for example with the conjugate gradients algorithm. Even though the gain is less obvious than in the MSRC case discussed in Section IV-C, we found, empirically, that using this trick speeds up ADMM's convergence compared to the direct use of Φ. Let it be noted that in the case m u = n u and m v = n v , i.e., a subsampling rate of 1/n λ , we have Up = Id, which makes the inversion step as trivial as a scalar multiplication by (1 + μ) −1 .
IV. MULTISPECTRAL COMPRESSIVE IMAGING BY OUT-OF-FOCUS RANDOM CONVOLUTION
This section describes the Multispectral Random Convolution (MSRC) device. First, we discuss the image formation model, then some implementation aspects linked to important non-idealities, such as attenuation and diffraction. Finally, we discuss the numerical implementation of the sensing matrix, to be used in the recovery method of Section II-C.
A. Image Formation Model
We provide a description of the MSRC device based on geometrical optics and as depicted on Fig. 3 . This follows the ideas originally introduced by [42] . The main difference is in that we use our FP-filtered sensor instead of a panchromatic sensor.
1) Continuous Model: For a precise description it is easier to use the continuous domain representation X 0 (u, v, λ) of the object of interest. In order to lighten the notations we will consider only one spatial dimension and use a simplified X 0 (u, λ) instead of X 0 (u, v, λ). Since everything is separable, the two dimensional extension is straightforward. We let the scene be focused by the objective lens on an image plane, from which we consider that a virtual flipped source X 0 (−u, λ) radiates in all directions allowed by the aperture of the objective lens. This illuminates a random CA with s u elements, placed at a distance d along the optical axis. The CA with aperture pitch Δ s is modeled by its transmittance function 1 ,
Its s u known symbols are S i with equal probability, modeling either transparent (S i = 1) or opaque (S i = 0) pixels. We assume that the CA has negligible effect in the spectral domain. The CA is illuminated by replicas of the source, X 0 (u (ϑ) − u, λ) shifted by u (ϑ) = d tan(ϑ) as bundles of parallel rays that propagate in the same directions, defined by the angle ϑ ∈ [− π 2 , π 2 ] w.r.t. the optical axis. An ideal thin lens with focal length f , placed in front of the CA, then focuses the modulated light on the sensor. All the rays with direction ϑ converge on the focal plane at u (ϑ) = f tan(ϑ),
with * denoting, here, a continuous convolution. This defines the relationship with between Δ s , f , d and the pixel pitch of the imaging sensor,
, we choose to model the sampling function corresponding to the i th detector by 1 In order to lighten the notations, we introduce the two following sampling functions, for any grid length, n ∈ N, and sampling rate (or pitch), Δ > 0,
where δ(u) is Dirac's delta function and rect(u) is the boxcar function, i.e., 1 if u ∈ [0, 1) and 0 elsewhere. They are defined so that for sampling indices i ∈ [n], the sampling grid is always centered around u = 0.
In this notation, we highlight the fact that the sensor is spectrally-filtered, i.e., we assign a different wavelength λ i depending on the pixel index i (see Section II-A). The i th measurement, is obtained as
forming the discrete measurements vector, y. Note that this spectral filtering step is the continuous equivalent of the one described in Section III and represented on the right part of Fig. 2 λ) . There are m u sensor pixels, i.e., m u shifts of the target on the CA, which covers n u CA elements. The CA must therefore have s u = n u + m u − 1 elements to cover all recorded angles.
As explained in [42] , we can alter the CA pattern and measurements vector so that the symbols of S(u) effectively become S i ∈ {−1, 1} instead of S i ∈ {0, 1}. We propose to either use two complementary patterns S + (u) and S − (u), where transparent pixels (S i = 1) become opaque (S i = 0) and vice versa, and subtract the corresponding measurements vectors, y = y + − y − , or to subtract measurement made with a fully transparent aperture, S on (u) (i.e., S i = 1, ∀i), from 2y + , i.e., y = 2y + − y on . This implies the use of a programmable CA or a fixed mask that can easily be removed for a full, non-coded acquisition (see Section IV-B). In the rest, we consider that the equivalent S i ∈ {−1, 1} pattern is used.
2) Discrete Model: The discrete linear forward model of the optical processing chain stems from a particular discretization of the target volume. The most natural choice, in this instance, is to replace X 0 (u, λ), in (10), by its Dirac-sampled version,
where x 0,i, is a sample of the discrete target volume. Note that the sampling functions of M i (u, λ) and [S * X d 0 ]( d f u, λ) are nicely aligned with each other, so that (10) directly translates to the discrete model. Coming back to two discrete spatial dimensions, the discrete forward model thus reads
where Y ∈ R m u ×m v is the array of recorded measurements; . Therefore, the total number of measurements becomes m = m u m v m S . Taking multiple snapshots with different aperture patterns is expected to reduce the correlation between measurements. As the size of the FPA decreases, while keeping m constant, the multi-snapshot device resembles more and more the single-pixel camera [33] , equivalent to setting m u = m v = n λ = 1.
B. Non-Idealities and Practical Considerations
While no special calibration is required by MSVI on top of standard focusing and FPA calibration (e.g., dark-frame subtraction), the CA increases the chances of having systematic errors on the forward model in MSRC, as its geometric alignment and proper focusing are crucial to the accuracy of the forward model. To further explore this aspect, let us denote by Ξ(·) a generally non-linear distortion operation applied right before the FPA in MSRC. Then the effective sensing model becomes 2
Since the core of MSRC is a linear convolution, we exclude from such distortions the case of a lateral translation of the CA with respect to the FPA or the converse, as (13) is translationinvariant up to a suitable translation of the target scene. However, diffraction and lens focusing, rotation and magnification, and other mismatches between the forward model (12) and its effective physical implementation (13) are instead critical; we will provide a model for these cases below, and provide in Sec. V-B4 a simple quantification of how they could impact the systematic error in practical examples.
1) Diffraction and Point Spread Function: As anticipated by [42] , the main optical-level limitation of this scheme is the impact of diffraction that occurs at the CA. A single small square aperture, followed by a lens and illuminated by a plane wave, forms a diffraction pattern at the focal plane [65, Chapter 4] . The effect of diffraction at the CA is modeled as an optical filter whose Point Spread Function (PSF) is that pattern. The 2-D, wavelength-dependent, diffraction kernel has the following expression at the focal plane,
where a > 0 is an unimportant energy conservation constant (normalized afterwards). This PSF has a low-pass effect that limits the spatial bandwidth of the system, causing more correlation between measurements and a decrease of performance. We again simplify the discussion to one spatial dimension. Right before being sampled by the sensor, as in (10), the ideal function Y (u, λ) is spatially convolved with H(u, λ) as (14) withH(u, λ) H( f d u, λ), the kernel as equivalently viewed at the CA scale. Note that this rescaledH(u, λ) does not physically appear at the CA (since the diffraction pattern is only observed in the focal plane) but is only a notational trick allowing mathematical simplification. The expression for the discrete measurements (10) becomes
In order to define the discrete sensing model, we inject (11) in (15) by replacing X 0 by X d 0 . After expanding the expression ofỹ i (the details are omitted for brevity), one can verify that the result is completely equivalent to replacing the continuous kernelH(u) in (15) by a discretized version defined bȳ
where the m h PSF samples h i (λ) are given by
The number, m h , of kernel samples is determined by the size of the window in which they are significantly bigger than zero, and b is a normalization factor such that i h i (λ) = 1. Note that samplingH(u, λ) with steps Δ s is equivalent to sampling H(u, λ) with steps Δ m . Also note that the sampling function, (17) comes from the expression of S(u) (see (8)) but also depends on the chosen discretization X d 0 and sampling functions M i , modeling the sensor pixels.
Let H ∈ R m h ×m h be the 2-D discrete PSF, by evaluating the 2-D generalization of (17) at wavelengths λ . Using (16), we can now adapt the 2-D multi-snapshot discrete model as,
where we can pre-compute the diffracted, wavelength dependent aperture patterns,S p, H * S p . Since the size, m u × m v , of the focal plane matches the valid convolution with a CA of size s u × s v , we can safely truncate the diffracted aperture pattern, S p, , to an effective size of s u × s v .
Let us remind that the modeled diffraction kernel is an approximation based on assumptions such as the use of a perfect thin lens, and the fact that the object is an incoherent plane wave. The actual PSF of the system could be measured, for instance, using a pre-defined CA along with a point source-like illumination to estimate the PSF with a regularized inverse problem (see, e.g., [66] , [67] ). Spatially-dependent PSFs could also be estimated with similar techniques. We leave this subject open to future investigation. Finally, beyond this diffraction model, we could also model any PSF due to lens defocusing in this way, e.g., to account for an incorrect distance f between objective lens and FPA.
2) Design Case With Diffraction: We can compute the size of the diffraction kernel as a function of the pixel pitches Δ m and Δ s and the focal length, f , which is constrained by the size of the lens and thus the size of the CA. Specifically, the diameter D lens of the focusing lens must be bigger than the CA, i.e., D lens ≥ √ 2 max{s u , s v }Δ s . Moreover, practical lenses should have a sufficiently high F-number to avoid aberrations, i.e., f D le n s ≥ 0.5. We can characterize the width of the diffraction kernel on the sensor by the location of its first zeros, where the argument of the sinc 2 (·) is 1, i.e., in pixels,
We thus apply this to the simulations parameters of Section V-B2, i.e., n u = n v = 256, m u = m v = 256, so that s u = s v = 511. Notice that the largest PSF width corresponds to the longest wavelength, λ max = 620 nm. Let Δ s = 80 μm so that the CA is about 41 mm wide and we must choose a lens of at least 58 mm in diameter, with focal length f ≥ 29 mm, e.g., we can arbitrarily choose f = 40 mm. All these parameters being fixed, the PSF width on the focal plane (at λ max = 620 nm) is 620 μm and the number of pixels is determined by the pixel pitch Δ m of the sensor, which also determines the distance d.
These parameters are incompatible with standard CMOS technology of Δ m = 5.5 μm used in [10] . In that case, we get an impractical width of D PSF,λ m a x = 112 pixels. The workaround, proposed in [42] , of binning pixels together in macro-pixels is wasteful and defeats the purpose of the compressive architecture. Another way of modifying the equivalent Δ m , requiring further investigation, is to magnify the sensor as viewed from the focusing lens. For the simulations, intended as a proof of concept, we assume an effective magnification of 10 or 20 times the 5.5 μm CMOS sensor. This leads to a width of respectively D PSF,λ m a x = 11 and 5 pixels (Δ m = 55 and 110 μm). This PSF is illustrated on Fig. 4 .
3) Rotation and Magnification: A relative rotation of the FPA with respect to the CA can cause important forward model errors, i.e., some non-negligible mismatch between the assumed forward model and its actual implementation. We can model a roll angle θ = arctan(2n shift /max(n u , n v )) between FPA and CA, centered with respect to the FPA, with respect to a maximum shift n shift pixels at the border of the FPA.
Another source of error is an incorrect magnification factor at the FPA. This can occur if the distance d between the virtual target plane and the CA is not accurately set 3 as d = Δ s f Δ m , but further divided by a factor ν. Thus, (9) becomes
which amounts to a spatial magnification of [S * X 0 ](u, λ) by a factor ν before being sampled on the FPA. We can define the magnification factor according to the maximum shift at the border of the FPA, i.e., ν = 1 + 2n s h if t max(n u ,n v ) . 4) Unknown Gains: Beside the spectral differences mentioned in Section II-A, unknown multiplicative factors or gains per pixel may arise on the FPA due to variability in the manufacturing process; this is known as pixel response non-uniformity in imaging sensors. Because each MSRC measurement provides information about the entire scene, this can highly limit the quality of the reconstruction; in comparison, the effect of a corrupted measurement in the MSVI design remains localized. We can model this uncertainty as a random gain affecting each pixel in the FPA. This setting has been studied in the literature of CS, where it is also shown that blind calibration techniques [45] , [68] , [69] may help when direct calibration is not possible.
In absence of structural information on these unknown gains, we adopt a model by which each measurement is multiplied by a random gain drawn independently from the uniform distribution U(1 − ε, 1 + ε), e.g., with ε > 0 representing the reliability of the manufacturing process. Assuming the gains are applied before adding the noise w, the sensing model (1) becomes y = ξ (Φx) + w, where denotes entry-wise multiplication.
5) Other Practical Considerations:
Higher-order effects and aberrations are also concerning in the design of computational imaging systems. Indeed, the choice of lenses in any of the setups must be made to minimize chromatic and spherical aberrations, as any distortion of the image formed on the FPA that does not match the forward model can cause an error growing with the amount of mismatch (for a more mathematical analysis, see [44] ).
On top of aberrations, FP filters with narrowband profiles considerably decrease the optical system's light throughput; hence, the integration/exposure time of of the FPA must be chosen accordingly, and the implementation has to limit any further light loss. In this sense, several choices exist for the CA. A manufactured mask with physical holes provides the best light throughput but is not programmable. Pixels of a semi-transparent LCD Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) have imperfect opacity or transparency. The same goes with reflective Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) devices [70] , paired with a polarizing beam splitter [71] that further dims the light. Despite their excellent light transmittance, Digital Micro-mirror Devices (DMD), such as the one used in the single-pixel camera [33] , are not suitable for being used out of focus, as uncertainty in the deflection angles (see, e.g., [72] ) would translate into a possibly non-linear systematic error term.
C. Sensing Matrix Implementation
Based on the discrete model (18) , we can write the sensing matrix corresponding to the vectorized forward model (1) . Let S p, ∈ R m u m v ×n u n v be the partial block circulant matrix which defines the valid convolution operator withS p, , and let M ∈ R m u m v ×m u m v be the matrix equivalent to M (·) (i.e., the same as in Section III-A). First, notice that every band and every snapshot can be processed separately by the submatrices Φ p, M S p, such that the vectorized form of (18) is y p = n λ =1 Φ p, x 0, . The sensing matrix, is thus the block matrix, Φ = (Φ p, ) p∈[m S ], ∈[n λ ] . This follows from the natural order in which the y p and x 0, elements are stacked in the vectorized y ∈ R m and x 0 ∈ R n . Note that each Φ p, is a masked (some rows are zeroed by M ) random convolution which enjoys good CS properties as explained in Section I-B. Let R m u m v ∈ R m u m v ×s u s v be the restriction operator that selects the valid part, of size m u × m v , of a circular convolution of size s u × s v . Similarly, let R * n u n v ∈ R s u s v ×n u n v be the zero-padding operator (adjoint of the restriction) whose output matches the size s u × s v of the circular convolution. Let F ∈ C s u s v ×s u s v be the 2-D DFT and let Σ p, = diag(F vec(S p, )), i.e., the diagonal matrix of the DFT ofS p, . With all these ingredients, we can factorize,
and, denoting F n λ = bdiag n λ (F), F m S n λ = bdiag m S n λ (F) and the diagonal matricesΣ p = bdiag(Σ p,1 , . . . , Σ p,n λ ),
With this factorization,Φ * Φ + μId is easily invertible. Indeed, since F m S n λ and F n λ are unitary andΣ p is diagonal, notinḡ
Therefore, invertingΦ * Φ + μId is just equivalent to inverting the diagonal matrix,Σ 2 + μId. Note that computing Φx for some input vector x ∈ R n requires computing n λ DFTs and m S n λ inverse DFTs of size s u × s v . Similarly, computing Φ * z for some input vector z ∈ R m requires m S n λ DFTs and n λ inverse DFTs. Comparatively, computing the inverse ofΦ * Φ + μId is cheaper since it only requires n λ DFTs and n λ inverse DFTs.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present numerical results with experimental data for the MSVI and with simulated acquisition to compare both MSVI and MSRC strategies. Experiments were performed in MATLAB with the code provided in supplementary material. In all the recoveries, we used μ 1 = 50 ρ Φ 2 , μ 2 = μ 3 = ρ, with ρ = 40. The dynamic range is normalized to x min = 0 and x max = 1. The tolerance of tol = 5.10 −5 for the relative 2distance between two iterations was always reached in less than n iter = 2000 iterations. The μ j parameters were manually tuned in order to reach a reasonably fast convergence, but they do not critically affect the recovery quality. The ρ Φ 2 factor in μ 1 is a heuristic normalization ofΦ * Φ compared to Id in (6) . For the initialization, we use a tolerance of 10 −3 and a maximum of ten iterations. Qualitative comparison between naive demosaicking (nearest neighbor), the initialization (7), and the proposed method. The top image is a false color nearest neighbor preview. The points (A), (B) and (C) are pixels whose spectra are represented in the 4 th column.
A. MSVI Experiments
On Fig. 5 , we present the result based on experimental measurements of a test scene, observed with imec's mosaic sensor. This imager has a resolution of 1024 × 2048 pixels organized in a mosaic of 256 × 512 identical 4 × 4 macro-pixels; each with n λ = 16 different FP filters at wavelengths of visible light (as in Fig. 1b ). For this experiment we restricted the measurements to a 512 × 512 region, depicted by the bigger white square on the false color image. The subsampling rate m/n, here is 1/4, i.e., we recover a volume with 256 × 256 × 16 voxels. For setting τ , we target a minimum measurements to residual ratio of 20 log 10 ( y /τ ) = 40 dB. The naive, super-pixel based, demosaicking method (top row), used in [10] , is clearly the worst. The middle row shows the result of the linear interpolation and Tikhonov regularization initialization method (7) . Though we observe a clear improvement, a grid artifact, already observed in [20] , appears and is particularly visible on the 551 nm band. This artifact is removed with the proposed method (bottom row). Without the exact filter calibration profiles and the ground truth spectra, we cannot, here, evaluate the spectral accuracy.
B. Comparison of MSVI and MSRC on Synthetic Simulations
In the following, we use a MS dataset to compare both strategies, quantitatively and qualitatively, on a series of controlled, synthetic simulations. It comprises eight 256 × 256 × 16 ROI selected from the 32 multispectral 512 × 512 × 31 volumes of the CAVE dataset [73] . The spectral ROI is 470 nm through 620 nm, matching imec's sensor. The spatial ROI was manually chosen in each image to capture the most interesting features. The chart and stuffed toys sample (ROI centered at (230, 280)), used for qualitative comparisons, is shown on Fig. 6 (left) . The other samples, chosen to produce average PSNR curves, were balloons (255, 128), feathers (256, 256), jelly beans (256, 256), glass tiles (256, 256), stuffed toys (256, 256), superballs (200, 236), and beads (256, 256). The middle and right plots on Fig. 6 show the average (over the eight dataset samples) reconstruction Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR −10 log 10 (MSE), where MSE stands for Mean Squared Error) in function of the subsampling rate m/n for five different sensor configurations; two MSVI and three MSRC setups, each with two levels, 40 and 20 dB (Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)), of additive white gaussian noise on the measurements. The value of τ is determined by an oracle. Each simulation uses the corresponding sensing operator, Φ, for both generating the measurements and for reconstruction, i.e., there is no model mismatch. Fig. 7 shows the qualitative result of the chosen sample at m/n = 1/16, 40 dB SNR. We chose this extreme low sampling rate under low input noise to expose the most obvious differences between sensing strategies and configurations. 1) MSVI: Since n is fixed by the dataset, we explore four MSVI sensor sizes: m u = m v ∈ {256, 512, 768, 1024}. We test two different FP filters configurations: the mosaic pattern ( Fig. 1b ) and the random pattern ( Fig. 1c) . At lower subsampling ratios, the random arrangement outperforms the mosaic sensor, particularly at high input SNR. This indicates that randomness mitigates aliasing caused by extreme subsampling. At Nyquist rate, mosaic beats random sampling, but both results are above 50 dB and look visually perfect (not shown).
On Fig. 7 , we first show the initialization point as defined by (7), i.e., sinceΦ = Id, x init = (1 + τ 2 ) −1 y lin . Despite being much faster than our iterative method, it gives visually scrambled results, particularly bad on the outer 470 nm and 620 nm bands where less data-points are available. The spectral error is particularly large for pixel (A) where the highly textured region destabilizes linear interpolation. The results obtained by the proposed method, denotedx, are more accurate: edges and textures, e.g., the horizontal bars of the chart and the stripes on the toy's sleeve are well resolved. The mosaic arrangement Fig. 7 . Qualitative results for the five sensor setups at m/n = 1/16, 40 dB input SNR. The patches correspond to zooms on regions of the cube (Fig. 6 ). The points (A), (B) and (C) are pixels whose spectra are represented in the 4 th column. The light gray lines remind the ground truth and the red areas represent the error. The 2 nd and 3 rd rows show the results of linear interpolation of the mosaic and random MSVI measurements. The last five rows are the recovery results corresponding to each tested setup. leads to a grid artifact as observed in Section V-A, whereas the random arrangement leads to seemingly unstructured artifacts and smaller spectral error areas, which concurs with the PSNR curves. In practice, a higher sampling rate, e.g., m/n = 1/4, is preferable to mitigate those effects.
2) MSRC: For testing the MSRC strategy, the size of the FPA is fixed to m u = m v = 256, so that s u = s v = 511. To vary the sampling rate m/n, the number of snapshots is increased as m S ∈ {1, 4, 9, 16}. Simulations with a unique snapshot and increasing FPA size, omitted for the sake of conciseness, gave very close but slightly inferior results. We compare the performances of a diffraction-free case with two cases where the diffraction kernel was respectively D PSF,λ m a x = 5 and 11 pixels wide. As expected, the global trend indicates that increasing the size of the PSF decreases quality. Interestingly, at m/n = 1/16, the reconstruction PSNR of the diffraction-free case is on par with the 5 pixels case. Fig. 7 suggests that the MSRC method is suitable for extreme subsampling (compression). For example, the digits on the chart (first column) of the diffraction-free reconstruction are legible and artifacts are barely noticeable. The spectral error is also impressively small. The performances rapidly decrease with diffraction and its spatial low-pass effect. As expected, the redundant wavelet prior is not able to recover the lost high-pass information. However, where the 11 pixels case gives pretty bad spectral accuracy, especially near edges, the 5 pixels case remains reasonably good at spectral reconstruction.
3) Comparison: In the ideal diffraction-free case under low noise, the MSRC device provides a performance improvement of up to 4dB (for the 1/16 subsampling rate) over the MSVI. This justifies the present study on the feasibility of the MSRC design. However, at higher sampling rates, diffraction decreases quality, even with a 5 pixels PSF. Note that the gap between MSVI and the ideal MSRC falls to zero at 20 dB of input SNR. For the qualitative comparison, we focus on the case, where MSRC outperforms MSVI on average, even with diffraction. MSRC gives better spectral accuracy than MSVI on the selected pixels, in particular pixels (A) and (B). Regarding spatial accuracy, noisy patterns appear between the stripes on the toy's sleeve with MSVI reconstruction. However, the spatial high-frequency content, particularly visible on the chart patterns and digits, is affected by the diffraction kernel.
4) Effect of Non-Idealities:
We conclude the experiments by carrying out a set of simulations on rotation, magnification, and random gains on the MSRC scheme, with the aim of quantifying the impact of having such errors in the forward model on signal recovery. In particular, we simulated rotation by bilinear interpolation of the convolved image (i.e., the imrotate built-in function in MATLAB) on the rotated pixel grid for the given angle θ, using n shift = 0.5 px as a reference value. Magnification is also simulated by bilinear interpolation of the convolved image (i.e., the imresize built-in function in MATLAB) on the magnified pixel grid for the given factor ν (with n shift = 0.5 px). As for the unknown gains, we set ε = 0.1 as a ±10% gain mismatch, draw random gains independently from U(1 − ε, 1 + ε), then multiply each measurement by its corresponding gain.
The simulations were run for the MSRC system on the 8 samples from the CAVE dataset, with each of the different 16 and with additive noise corresponding to an input SNR of 40 dB, we report the average PSNR over the dataset. Signal recovery is performed in the same fashion as above. Note that the setting of τ is adjusted to account for the distortion term, i.e., τ = y − Φx 2 is set exactly to the norm of additive noise plus distortion.
As reported in Table II , the effect of distortions is nonnegligible as the literature anticipates [44] , [45] . Nevertheless, we mention that both rotation and magnification can be finetuned by setting a point source-like object as the input and projecting the CA on the FPA; fine-tuning this projection minimizes the impact of both types of distortion.
VI. CONCLUSION
Both strategies proposed in this paper use a MS sensor with integrated FP filters. Despite using the principles of CS, they do not involve dispersive elements. Along with the conceptual optical design, for each device, we proposed an accurate forward model and a unified reconstruction procedure, formulated as a regularized inverse problem with an original spatio-spectral prior. The particularity of MSRC, compared to MSVI, lies in the spatial mixing provided by an out-of-focus CA, which allows higher compression ratios but, if not properly sized, entails adverse effects such as diffraction.
Through extensive numerical simulations, we explored different setups. We devised practical guidelines and highlighted limitations for both methods allowing to proceed towards an informed implementation. In an ideally sized, low-noise, calibrated setup, MSRC gives better performances with high compression. In other situations, factoring the cost of implementation and calibration, MSVI should be preferred.
